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CHAPIER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Magnetic susceptibility measurements have proven to be quite 

useful in the study of transition elements in host crystals. In con

junction with electron spin resonance and optical data this technique 

has been particularly successful in the determination of such quantities 

as energy levels, g-f actors, crystal field parameters, and spin-orbit 

coupling constants. Electron spin resonance is most useful in the 

study of the lowest lying energy levels and determination of the 

g-factors and the energy level splittings of the ground state in a 

magnetic field. Optical absorption spectra can be used to determine 

the higher lying levels between about 2000 cm"" and 30,000 cm . 

Ma^ietic susceptibility studies are useful in energy level determi

nations intermediate between those obtainable ft*om ESR and optical 

techniques. 

A magnetically anisotropic sanple experiences a displacement 

force in an inhomogeneous magnetic field, and experiences a torque in 

a homogeneous field. The displacement force is proportional to the 

raagietic susceptibility along the crystalline axes, while the torque Is 

proportional to the difference in the susceptibilities perpendicular 

and parallel to the crystalline axis alorig which the magnetic field is 

applied. Therefore, magietic susceptibility measurements fall into two 



classes: Faraday measuraTients, which determine the absolute suscepti

bilities, and torsion measurements, which determine the anisotropic 

susceptibility. 

In the interest of studying the magnetic properties of paramag

netic transition element ions as Impurities in host crystals, and the 

crystalline properties of these crystals, an anisotropic torsion 

balance has been designed and constructed. The torsion balance was 

modeled after a similar apparatus used successfully at the University 

of Oklahoma; its design and operation are described in Chapters II and 

III of this paper. This torsion balance, although sluple in concept 

and operation, has proven to be a sensitive and reliable Instrument, 

and it is hoped that it will be a valuable asset in further studies of 

this nature. 
•5+ 

Recent theoretical and experimental work on the V"' ion as a 

dilute inpurity in AlpO^ has been conducted by Brummage, Quade, and 

Lin at the University of Oklahoma. In the vanadium-doped AlpO^. crystal 

the nearest cation neighbors to the vanadium ion are diamagnetic alumi

num ions; thus, AlpO- acts merely as a host crystal, providing only an 

electrostatic field at the position of the ma©ietlc vanadium ion. 

This field has primarily cubic symmetry with a small trigonal distortion. 

The triplet, or magnetic, electronic energy levels are as shown in 

Pig. 1. The ^, state in the cubic field is split by the trigonal 

field into ^Ap and •% levels with energy spacing A^. The spin-orbit 

coupling further splits the ground "̂ Ap state into two conponents sepa

rated by 6, the zero-field splitting. Utilizing Faraday and torsion 

balance measurements, crystal field theory, and data from ESR and 
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Figure 1. Triplet Energy Levels of V"̂  in a Trigonal Field 
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optical studies, the group at the University of Oklahona were able to 

determine values of A^ and 6, reporting A = 1100*100 cm"^, and 

6 » 8.4 cm""̂ . 

It was decided to use one of the sanples studied by this groip 

for the calibration of the torsion balance, and Dr. C. C. Lin gener

ously made available a 685.8-mg crystal of V20^:Al20^with 0.092̂ 5 

concentration of the vanadium impurity. Susceptibility measurements 

had been performed on this crystal in the 4.2 to 295®K range. The low 

tenperature anisotropic susceptibility is quite sensitive to the zero-

field splitting 6, while at high tenperatures A , the trigonal field 

splitting, plays a predominant role. It was decided that these measure

ments could be extended in both the low and high tenperature region in 

order that more accurate values of these parameters might be obtained. 

Therefore, the problem of this study is thireefold: the con

struction of an anisotropic torsion balance, the calibration of the 

balance, and the measurement of the anisotropic susceptibility of 

VpO^:AlpO~ in previously unexplored tenperature regions in order to 

obtain either new or inproved information concerning the magnetic 

properties and crystalline field of the sanple. 



CHAPTER II 

APPARATUS 

The Torsion Balance 

A magnetically anisotropic sanple in a homogenous field experi

ences a torque which is proportional to Ax « X,-X, > where x and x 

are the magnetic susceptibilities per gram sanple perpendicular and 

parallel to the principal axis of the crystal respectively. To measure 

this torque a torsion balance (shown in Pig. 2) was constructed. The 

homogeneous magnetic field was supplied by a rotating Varian 9 inch 

magnet (M) and its regulated power supply. 

The torsion balance consisted of a converted Dolezalek quad

rant electrometer (E) supported by a copper punp plate (G) and 

enclosed by a bell Jar (P). Vacuum connections were made to the pump 

plate to acccramodate evacuation by a vacuum punp, an inlet for helium 

exchange gas, and an outlet for attaching a thermocoiple vacuum gauge 

to the system. Feed-throughs soldered into the punp plate provided a 

means to pass voltages from the outside to the electrometer. A vacuum 

connection (H) of the type normally used to connect ion gauges to 

vacuum systems was soldered to the under side of the punp plate. Ihis 

connection provided support and vacuum seal for a l6.5-mm diameter hang-

down tube (C) suspended from the punp plate and hanging vertically 

between the pole pieces of the magnet. A rubber gasket vacuum seal was 
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Figure 2 . Diagram of the Anisotropy Torsion Balance 

(From Brummage) 



used between the bell Jar and copper plate. The top of the bell Jar 

was fitted with a ground glass stopper (K) to vMch a short glass rod 

was glued whose lower end made connection with an adapter fastened to 

the manual adjustment knob of the electrometer. This provided a means 

of zeroing the electrometer from the outside. 

A l-mn diameter quartz rod, 22-cm long, was glued to the under 

side of the electrometer vane. The lower end of this rod was fitted 

with a non-rotating hook which hung slightly below the vacuum connec

tion for the hang-down tube. A second quartz rod, 72-cm long, was 

hooked to the first rod. The lower end of the longer rod was fused to 

a 4-mm square quartz plate to v*iich the sanple (S) was glued and also 

wired with a very fine copper wire. The copper wire was used in case 

the glue separated at low tenperatures. 

The suspended sanple hung Inside a copper oven (D) at the lower 

end of the hang-down tube. A copper-constanton thermocoiple Junction 

was soldered to the inside wall of the oven and a germanium resistance 

thermoraster made contact with the ipper end of the oven. Ihe germanium 

resistance thermometer was used for tenperature measurements in the 

0-57°K range and the thermocouple was used in the 57-^00°K range. 

The thermocoiple, resistance thermometer, and oven electrical 

leads passed up the hang-down tube inside two 1.7-nin glass tubes held 

to the side of the hang-down tube by copper spacers. The leads passed 

to the outside through outlets near the top of the tube. The outlet 

tubes were filled with vacuum wax after the leads were in place. 

The hang-down tube was suspended inside a helium-nitrogen (A) 

dewar system. The inside, or helium dewar (B), was fitted with a 
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sopper vacuum Jacket. An 0-ring provided a vacuum seal between the 

Jacket and hang-down tube, and a larger 0-ring provided a vacuum seal 

between the helium dewar and Jacket. The copper Jacket had connections 

for attaching a vacuum punp and manometer to the helium dewar, and an 

opening in the top to accomnodate a helium transfer tube. 

The torsion balance and dewar system were supported by a 

special assembly attached to a platform built over the ma^iet, (not 

shown in diagram). The plate which supported the torsion balance could 

be raised and lowered, and was adjustable in the horizontal plane for 

leveling of the balance. 

A short piece of aluminum wire soldered to the top of the 

electrometer vane provided a connection for the torsion fibre suspended 

from the ipper swivel assembly of the electrometer, A small, plane, 

circular mirror was attached vertically with wax to this wire such 

that the mirror rotated about the axis of the balance when a torque 

was applied. A lighted telescope and curved scale located approxi

mately 1-m away provided a means to measure deflections of the electro

meter. Ihe light shining through the telescope attached to the center 

of the scale was reflected firom the mirror and focused on the scale so 

that the telescope hairline made a sharp image. 

The electrometer voltages were supplied by dry cells stored in 

a thermally insulated box. A 300 volt battery supplied the vane volt

age, and a 22.5 volt battery supplied the quadrant voltage. These 

voltages were measured with a Leeds and Northip K-3 potentiometer in 

conjunction with a null detector and volt box. See Fig. 3 for a 

schematic of the electrical circuit. A Dolezalek electrometer wired 
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Figure 3. Schematic of Electrical Circuit for Torsion Balance 
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in this manner is said to be wired heterostajically and is used for 

voltage measurements. The lO^r^egohm resistance was used to prevent 

arcing in case the vane should touch one of the quadrants, 

A 50 volt, 0.5 amp power supply was designed and built to supply 

current to the copper oven. A schen^atic diagram of the electronic 

circuit for the oven is showri in Fig. 4. The oven was approxLmately 

7.5-cm long with a diaT^ter which alla;ed it to slip inside the hang-

down tube. The lower section was turned down and hollowed out so that 

two 13 ohm, 2 watt carbon resistors fitted vertically into the cavity 

making thermal contact with the oven walls. This lower section was 

then wrapped with asbestos to the diameter of the hang-down tube. 

The ipper section v;as hollowed out to thin walls and was approx

imately 2.5-cm deep. The sanple hung about midway in the cavity 

directly opposite the thermocouple Junction, The germanium resistance 

thermometer made thermal contact with the top edge of the oven and was 

enclosed in a thin copper sheath soldered to the outside wall of the 

oven in order to insure good thermal contact. 

Pressure measurements for the torsion balance were made with a 

CVC Thermocouple vacuum gauge. All measurements were taken in a 
3 

helium atmosphere of approximately 10 microns. A manometer with a 

mercury bubble chamber was used for pressure measurement and control 

in the helium dewar system. 
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CK/û TER III 

EXPZRE'-ENTAL PROCEDU? 

For a Dolezalek electrometer wired heterostatically. Starling^ 

gives the equation for the torque as 

L = .cV^(v^-V^/2). (1) 

where c is a consta^^t depending ipon the geometry, V is the potential 

of the quadrant with respect to ground, and V is the potential of the 

vane with respect to ground. See Appendix I for the derivation of this 

equation. 

The equation for the torque acting on a magnetically anisotropic 

sanple in a homogeneous magnetic field is given by Nye as 

m, L = ~<Ax)H2sin20, (2) 

where m is the mass of the sample, Ax = x,-Xy> H is the field strength 

and 0 is the angle between the field direction and the principal axis 

of the crystal. See Appendix II for the derivation of this equation. 

Instead of finding this torque from the angle of torsional rotation, 

then calculating Ax, there are at least three ways in which the elec

trometer can be used to find Ax. 

The first, or constant voltage, method for measuring Ax is as 

follows. The sanple, which is cemented to the quartz suspension rod 

such that the principal axis is perpendicular to the rotational axis 

12 
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of the balance, is lowered into the hang-down tube and connected to the 

balance. The balance is then lowered into correct position and leveled. 

All vacuum connections are made and the balance is evacuated, then 

filled with helium exchange gas to a pressure of 10^ microns Hg, Elec

trical connections to the balance and measuring devices are made, how

ever the quadrant voltage to the electrometer is grounded so that no 

torque is applied to the sanple. By means of the manual control at the 

top of the bell Jar the electrometer is adjusted for zero reading on 

the scale. The ma^et is turned on and then rotated until a maximum 

deflection is noted on the scale. At this time the angle 0 between the 

field direction and the principal crystal axis is 45®. The magnet is 

then locked in this position. 

The magnet is turned off and potentials are applied to the elec

trometer. These potentials are kept constant. At this time the sanple 

has rotated to a new position in the field because of the torque applied 

by the electrometer. The magnet is turned on and the magr*etic field 

adjusted until the counter torque exerted by the field is equal to the 

torque applied by the electrometer and there is zero deflection on the 

scale. The tenperature of the sanple is then changed and the same 

process is repeated. 

If the voltages applied to the electrometer are kept constant, 

then the counter tor^5ue should be the same for each measurement, hence 

the sanple is always rotated to the same position and 0 is the same In 

each measurement. Therefore, (AX)H2 in Eq. (2) should be a constant. 

If the ma@iet used is a good one, a plot of current versus field 

strength for the magnet should give a straight line over a wide range 
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of the graph, and H = cl where c is a ccnztzriz and I is the magnet 

current. Therefore, it follavs that for two m.eas'ar^T^nts, 

Ax. (Cl_ )2 = Ax„ (cT )2 
^1 ^1 '2 ^2 

or, 

*1 ^2 '2 ^1 

Using a value of AX at some temperature as determined fran the 

Faraday balance or by o'cher means, one can determine Ax for the other 

tenperatures. 

In the second, or constant field, method the magnetic field is 

kept constant and the voltages applied to the electrometer are varied 

for zero deflection. Hence, for a single measurement we have, 

r.(Ax„ )H2sin20 = -cV^(V -V^/2)_ , 
2-^1 q V q T^ 

Since the field and the angle 0 in Eq, (2) are kept constant 

we have for two measurements. 

'\/'% - V\-\/'\^V\-W\- ^'''> 

And again, if Ax is known for one temperature, one can determine Ax 

for other tenperatures. 

The third method, v;hich was the method used in this experiment, 

is a variation of the constant field method. It v;as noted that after 

a series of measurements the electrometer did not always return exactly 

to the zero set at the beginning of the experiment, \̂ hen Ax approaches 
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:ero the deflections due to the magnetic field become quite small and 

Lf the sanple has any zero shift the error caused can be appreciable. 

In order to minimize this error, in fact it was made negligible, a 

method was devised by which it was possible to always measure large 

deflections. 

As before, with the balance assembled and the sanple in place, 

the ma&net was turned on and rotated until a maximum deflection was 

noted on the scale. The tenperature was then changed to a point where 

the largest value of Ax was expected to occur during a run. For low 

tenperature runs this point was the lowest tenperature for that run, 

since Ax increases with decreasing tenperature. 

At this point the magnet current was adjusted until either max

imum or full-scale deflection was achieved, (point A in Fig. 5). 

90<* 

Figure 5. Torsion Balance Displacements 

This deflection was noted on the scale and the angle between this 

deflection and zero deflection was taken as the reference angle e. The 

magiet was then turned off and potentials were applied to the electron>-

eter and adjusted until a deflection to point A was again obtained. 
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it this time the two torques could be equated to obtain, 

-cV^(V -V^/2)_ = |<Ax)^ H2sin20, 
q V q T^ I i^ 

The magnet was then turned on and the curi'ent adjusted to the 

value used to obtain the reference anr̂ le o, Ihe current was kept at 

this value throughout the n^.. The temperature of the sample was 

changed to a new value, causing a change in Ax and thereby changing the 

deflection to, for example, point B in Fig, 5, At this time potentials 

were applied to the electrometer and adjusted until the sairple was 

again rotated to point A, Ihe equation for the torques is, 

-cV^(V -V / 2 ) _ = n<Ax)_ H2sin20-.cV (V -V /2) , 
q v q T ^ 2 ^^ q v q l ^ 

or, 

-cV (V -V /2)^ +cV (V -V /2)_ = ̂ Ax)^, H2sin20. (5) q V q T^ q V q T2 2 X^ 

Since 0 and H^ were kept constant we obtain for the two measure

ments, 

Ihe quadrant voltage was kept constaiit during a run and the vane volt

age was varied, hence the above equation reduces to, 

AXT /AXT = < V ^ a / 2 ) ^ /(V -V ). (6) 

Therefore, if Ax̂ , is known, Ax„ can be found. For subsequent meas-
^2 1 

urements the ratio involves two expressions of the form of Eq. (5) and 
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;he equation for other tc.Tperatures becomes, 

Ax /Ax^ = (V -V )/(V -V ) . (7) 

For high tenpe.-ature measurements, i.e., for measuremerits above 

57°K where Ax is negative, it v;as necessary to change the polarity of 

the voltages applied to the electraTiCter in order to obtain deflections 

in the desired direction. 

As stated above, the field strer^^h used for a particular run 

was a value which gave either maximum or full scale deflections, Ihese 

values ranged from approximately 0,75 kilogauss at very low tenperatures 

to approximately 10 kilogauss for measurements above room tenperature. 



CHAPTER IV 

TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT AINID CONTROL 

For measuring tenperatures in the range 0-57**K a Minneapolis-

Honeywell germanium resistance thermometer was used, Ihe physical 

location of this thermoneter was described in Chapter II, The thermonv 

eter was stpplied with room tenperature, liquid nitrogen dip, and 

liquid helium dip calibration points. The thermometer was futher cal

ibrated against a calibrated CyroResistor manufactured by CyroCal, Inc. 

over the tenperature range 1.88 to 88°K. The calibration method was 

as follows. 

The thermometer being calibrated was thermally coipled to the 

CyroCal, Inc. standard in a copper block mounted within a controlled 

vacuum which was immersed in a liquid helium bath. Constant tenperature 

conditions were reached and maintained for any desired tenperature 

through a balance of low power electrical heating and the cooling pro

vided by the controlled pressure of helium exchange gas. The electrical 

and thermal design of the cyrostat provided a minimum tenperature dif

ferential within the calibration block. 

Pig. 6 shows a schematic diagram of the control circuit used 

for the germanium resistance thermometer and values of the resistances 

and currents for each tenperature range. These values are chosen such 

that Joule heating effects in the thermometer are minimized. All volt

age measurements were made with a Leeds and Northrup IC-3 Potentiometer 

in conjunction with a L & N Null Detector. 

18 
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In the calibration procedure the thermometers were wired in 

series and their separate emf's fed to th^ K-3 Potentiometer through a 

L & N double-pole, double-throw, thermal switch. Ihe equation for the 

thermometer resistance is. 

R^ = _ T 2 
EMF 

^2 

The accuracy of the K-3 Potentiometer for the 0,0l6-mv or low range is 

*(0.015^ of reading + 0,5yv), and the resistances Rp were calibrated to 

0,15J, hence, the thermometer resistance is given by, 

ĵ  ^ EMF„=t(0.015%+0.5uv) x (R2*0.1%) ^g^ 

EMF^ *(0.015%+0,5uv) 
^2 

During calibration, the resistance of both thermometers was 

found at each tenperature point. The tenperature was then found from 

a graph plotted from, the resistance and tenperature calibration points 

furnished for the standard by CyroCal, Inc. This temperature was then 

matched to the simultaneously measured resistance of the Minneapolis-

Honeywell thermometer and then a graph plotted from these resistances 

and tenperatures was used for tenperature measurements in the experi

ment. 

An error analysis based ipon Eq. (8) above for the resistance 

measurements of the thermometers, the error in the calibration of the 

CyroCal standard, and plotting errors, resulted in errors of 1.06% in 

the 1.5 to 2**K range, 0.8^ in the 2 to 5''K range and 1.05J in the 5 to 

10®K range. Therefore, an error of 1.0?5 in the tenperature range of 

the low tenperature analysis of the data seems reasonable. 
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Low tenperatures v;ere achieved by first transferring liquid ni

trogen into the outside dewar fiTom a pressurized 110 liter storage dewar 

then, after equilibrium was attained at about 77**K, transferring liquid 

helium via a double walled transfer tube from a 25 liter storage dewar 

into the inside dewar, \̂ lhen the system had cooled to liquid helium 

tenperature about 4,2**K, the inside dewar was sealed and a vacuum pump 

connected to the system was turned on. The pressure was monitored by 

a manometer. By noting the manometer reading and the germanium ther^ 

mometer reading, it was possible to ascertain when the lowest stable 

tenperature was attained. At this time a data run was started and the 

tenperature was changed by applying current to the sanple oven. It was 

possible to select any desired increment of tenperature change and the 

tenperature chosen could be maintained for any length of time providing 

the liquid helium level in the inner dewar did not fall below the neck 

of the bottom section. When the tenperature was raised to 4,2**K it 

was then necessary to refill with liquid helium and start a new run, 

again utilizing the sanple oven to control the tenperature, A tenper^ 

ature of 28,7*'K was the highest reached in this manner when starting 

at 4,2°K. Above this tenperature the liquid helium was boiled away so 

rapidly that it was iirpossible to maintain a tenperature long enough to 

take a measurement. 

For tenperatures above 57°K a copper-constantan thermocoiple 

was used for tenperature measurement. The wires were Leeds and 

Northrtp size No. 30, standardized, with limits of error not exceeding 

1^. The reference tenperature was an ice bath maintained at 0®C. The 

ice bath consisted of a closed, double-walled dewar container filled 
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with crushed ice. Tne thermocouple Junction was placed in a long, thin, 

closed, glass tube .-vuch was immersed in en oil-filled test tube which 

in turn was inmersed in the ice bath, 

Tenperatures in the range 57 to 2S5°K were reached in the same 

manner as described above except liquid nitrogen was placed in the 

inner dewar in place of the liquid helium, 3y punplng on the liquid 

nitrogen a low temperature of 57°K was attained. Starting at this 

point and utilizing the oven as before, a run was made to the liquid 

nitrogen point about 77°K, Tae dewar was then refilled and a run to 

room tenperature was made. When the entire system had warmed to room 

tenperature the oven was used to make a run to 400°K, 

As stated before, all measurements were taken with approximately 

10 microns of helium exchange gas in the balance. That the crystal 

and the copper oven are in thermal equilibrium with each other has 
4 

been demonstrated by Stout and Griff el in a similar apparatus. 



CHAPTER V 

THEORY 

Classically, the magnetic susceptibility is given by, 

X = -4". ^ = N̂ » (9) 

where M is the total magnetization, H is the magnetic field, m is the 

average magnetic moment per atom, and N is the number of atoms. 

According to Van Vleck^ the average magnetic moment per atom 

is the statistical mean over all stationary states, weighted according 

to the Boltzman factor exp(-V/ /kT), or 

m = Im.e 3 /^e 3 , (10) 

The interaction energy between a magnetic moment and magnetic 

field is, 

W. = -m.'H. 
3 3 

If we assume the magnetic m̂ cment is aligned with the field we have. 

W. = -m.H, (11) 
3 3 

and by sinple differentiation we obtain 

m. = 3 , (12) 
3 — 

3H 

23 
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If the series development of the energy in the field strength 

is. 

W. = W? + w/^^i + w/2^H^ •»•.., (13) 
3 3 3 3 

then. 

Therefore, we may write. 

m = -Z. 1 6 3 / b 3 . (15) 
J3H 3 

By expandlTig the exponentials in Eq, (15), using Eq. (14) and neglecting 

any permanent magnetic moment we obtain, 

X = Nir^W.<^>'/kT)-2W.^2)n .W^/kT/^^.W°/kT^ ^̂ ^̂  
j L 3 3 i j 

Ihis is the field independent or paramagnetic susceptibility. 

The quantum mechanical analog of this expression is given by 

Van Vleck as. 

3 '-
3 

.-r ..0 -W:/kT,r. -W:/kT .,-. e 3 /ig^e j (17) 
3 

v^ere J now represents the three quantum numbers characterizing a 

stationary state and g^ is the degeneracy of the state. The energy 

levels must be calculated by quantum mechanics and this has been done 

by Brunmage for the case of vanadium-doped corundum crystals in a 

iTBTUier described later in this section. 

In vanadiunv-doped coruidum crystals the local crystalline field 

at the vanadium site is primarily cubic with a small trigonal 
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distortion. It is asst-ed that the unit cell has a center of Inversion 

so that the symmetry group of the crystal is C^ . 

The ground-state electronic ccnfigoration for V̂"*" is (3d)2 with 

multiplets ^, -Ti, ̂ , "̂ G, -̂S in order of increasing energy. It is 

known from synmetry considerations that the cubic field partially 

removes the degeneracy of the multiplets: 

•̂ G -> ^ ^ X ^ 2 + ^ + ^A^ 

Ŝ . \ 

Further lifting of the degeneracy by the trigonal conponent causes the 

cubic levels to split: 

^^ -• % + \^, ^T^ -̂  % + ^A^ 

with E, A^, Ap unchanged. The % state in the cubic field is split by 

the trigonal field into ^Ap and % levels with energy spacing A^. Ihe 

spin-orbit coupling further splits the ground -̂ Ap state into two 

conponents separated by 6, the zero-field splittlTig. 

The Hamiltonian which describes the effect of the crystal 

field is assumed to have a dominant cubic term V , with a small trig-

onal caipcnent V. . In addition to the crystalline potential, one must 

consider the spin-orbit coupling and the interaction with an external 

field H, 
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Xt-I + y (L + g S)-H, o s 

where X is the spin-orbit coipllr^ constant, y is the Bohr magietcn, 

and gg is the Lande spin g-f actor. Therefore, the conplete Hamiltonian 

may be written, 

H = H^ + V + V^ + XL*S + y (t + g ?)*H. 
O c t O S 

Here H^ is the Hamiltonian of the free ion, neglecting configuration 

Interaction, which can be written as. 

"o = "l * "2 ^ e2/r^2« 

where. 

.1i2 2 
H- = -o:r- ̂- + U(r.), 1 2ra 1 1 • 

is the one-electron Hamiltonian with central field potential U(r.). 

H is considered as the unperturbed Hamiltonian, while the remaining 

terms are treated as successive perturbations and are arranged in 

order of decreasing magnitude. 

Brunmage obtained the matrix elements of the conplete 

Hamiltonian in the cubic-field representation, using as basis functions 

linear caribinations of the free V ion wave functions, then solved 

the resulting secular equation. After finding the matrix elements 

for the caseis of external ma^ietic field perpendicular and parallel 

to the trigonal field, and substituting these into the genersil expres

sion for the paramagietic susceptibility given by Eq. (17), the 
9 

following expressions for the susceptibilities were obtained. 
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V " ^^^^o (g//^/J^T)cxp(.5/kT)+2NIy2{!2a'2/A^t2(a+2)Vx2/A3l 

+2[^2a'2/A^+(a+2)2a2x2/A3|exp(-6/kT), 

^1 = 2NBy2(g2/6)h.exp(-6/kT) +2m^Aoi'2/^^^^2(^2,tl0a^\^/^p/hl 

+HNBy2exp(-6/kT){a»VA^+a2[l-(3a2+2a-4)x2/A2 

where. 

(18) 

/^T' 

B = 1 + 2 exp (-6/kT) -1 

Here, A^, A^, and 6 are the energy spacings as shown in Fig. 1. N is 

the concentration of vanadium ions, y is the Bohr magneton with 

magnitude eh/47rmc where e is the electronic charge, m is the electronic 

mass, h is Planck's constant, and c is the speed of light; k is 

Boltzman*s constant and T is the tenperature in degrees Kelvin. Ihe 

two g-factors are defined by the equations which give the magnetic 

moments parallel and perpendicular to the trigonal axis: 

\ = Sl̂ l̂ 

where ^// and J^ are the total angular momentum parallel and perpendic

ular to the principal axis respectively. The terms a and a' are 

related to the mixing coefficients which determine how the proper wave 

function for the ground state in the cubic field is obtained by mixing 

the ^, functions arising from the % and "̂P states. Their values 

are/° 

a = 1.29 o« = 1.52 
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The general equations fc." the susceptibilities given above are 

valid only as long as the tenperature is low enough so that the popu

lation of the *% state may be neglected. This was estimated to be for 

T < 600°K. These equations are used in the analysis of the experimental 

data in the following chapter for the determination of the energy 

spacings 6 and Â p. 



CHAPTER VI 

ANALYSIS OF DATA 

Low Temperature SusceDtibilitv 

From Eqs. (18), the general equations for the susceptibilities, 

we can write the anisotropic susceptibility as. 

Ax = 2Ny2g2U-(i+^25/g^j^X)exp(-6/kT)jri+2exp(-6/kT)J^ ) 

where, 

(Ax)^='2Ny2a2/A^=10"^. 

For T < 9°K the Van Vleck term (Ax)^^ does not contribute appreciably 

to the anisotropy and will be neglected. Electron spin resonance 

11 12 
techniques give g» = 1.915. Brunmage, using Faraday measurements, 

has determined g, = 1.725, and Ny^ = 2.72 x 10" cgs-emu, which gives 
-5+ 

0.092^ for the concentration of V-* ions in the host crystal. 

The lo'^fj tenperature data was reduced to give the values of Ax 

as given in I^le 1. The two data points marked with an asterisk were 

omitted from the data analysis since they obviously represent extreme 

departures fron the oth.er measurements and such changes in suscepti

bility are not known to occur. Ccnplete data tables which include 

field values and electrometer voltages are found in Appendix III, All 

low tenperature data were referenced to the value of Ax at 4.2°K as 

29 
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found by Brummage. This value was chosen because it is assur.ed that 

4.2°K, or liquid helium tenperature, v;as the most accurate of Brunmage's 

tenperature measurements. This assunption is based on the fact that 

Brummage used thermocoiples for tenperature measurements. Although 

his estimated error was only 1^, it is well known that tliermocoiple 

response is very flat at helium tenperatures. Further, it is con

sidered poor practice to use an ice bath reference Junction when using 

thermocoiples at these tenperatures. The choice of 4,2°K as a 

reference point is also enhanced by the relative ease of reproducing 

this tenperature point using boiling helium, 

TAP.LE 1 

LOW TEMPERATURE MAGNETIC ANISOTROPY (PER GRAM SAMPLE) 
OF V202:Al20^, CONCENTRATiaN: 0,092^ 

T Ax X 10^ T Ax X 10^ 
(®K) (cgs emu) (°K) (cgs emu) 

1,88 13.961 4,23 01,219 
1,91 24,240* 4,32 01,035 
1.95 12.801 4.48 00,763 
2.16 10,000 4,66 CO.573 
2.17 09.974 '^.66 00,756 
2.17 09.956 4.85 00,429 
2.59 05.670 5.01 00,764 
2.59 05.582 5.01 00.676 
2.60 05.471 5.08 00,324 
3.03 03.676 5.08 00.328 
3.05 03.415 5.33 00.242 
3.44 02.393 5.60 00.176 
3.83 01.720 5.89 00.121 
3.85 01,731 6,22 00,089 
4.03 01,459 6,23 00.081 
4,09 02,668* 6,24 OO.O89 
4,09 01,719 6,25 00,080 
4.19 01,340 7.15 00.035 
4.20 01.323 7.18 00.035 
4.20 01.330 7.81 00.005 
4.20 01.320 8.94 00.005 
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In the analysi-. of thie lew te;,-.perature data, the problem becomes 

one of finding the value of 6, the zero field splittiris parameter in 

Eq. (19), which gives the best fit of the theoretical expression to the 

data curve. A least squares ar^lysis was used to find this value of 6. 

Ihe differences whose sum of squares it was desired to minimize were 

of the form, 

A(Ax^) = Ax^-f(6,T^), 

where f(6,T^) is Ax as given by Eq. (19) minus the Van Vleck term, and 

Ax^ and T^ are the experimsntally determined anisotropic susceptibilities 

and tenperatures respectively. 

The sum of the squares of the residues is then. 

J;[A(AX.)J2 = j;[Ax.-f(6.T.)j2. 

A For1;ran conputer program was written in which 6 was an adjustable 

parameter and an IBM-7040 conputer was utilized to find the value of 

6 v^ich minimized the sum of the squares of the residues. Ihe value 

obtained was, 

6 = 4.37*0.50cm""^. 

Using this value of 6, Fig. 7 shows a plot of Ax versus T for the ex-

perinental and theoretical curves. A discussion of these results is 

given in the following chapter. 
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Figure 7. Theoretical and Experimental Magnetic Anisotropy 

(Per Cm Sanple) of V^"^:Al202 fTam 1.5-9''K. 
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Hir^_ T~Tnerature Susceptibility 

For the tenperature between 75 and 400°K the expressions for 

the susceptibility have a sinpler form if the exponentials are expanded 

in powers of 6AT. Tne results of such an expansion are: 

2M,.2;„2 |k(T+6/3k)1'"̂ -̂ '̂ -» 

(20) 

X]/ ""¥^1^4 p<(T+6/3k)j'^+6a»2/A^+i+(a-»-2)2a2x2/A3}, 

Xj. = |Ny2{g2rk(T-6/6k)l'^+3a'2/A^+3a2Jl-U(i+a2+a.2)x2/3A|l^ 

Iherefore, 

Ax = |Ny2{4(T-6/6k)"^2g2_(T+6/3k)'"^+a,.a;J, (21) 
° k 

vftiere. 

2 
a, = 3o»/A +3a2 
I c 

l-i+(4a2̂ .ci-2)x2/3A2 /A„ , 

(22) 

a,, = 6a»2/A +U(a+2)2a2x2/A3, 
// c 1 

The quantities, gj_, g^, a, a', k, and Ny2 are as given before, 

while 6 is taken as 4,37 cm" as determined from the low tenperature 

analysis. The spin-orbit coupling constant, X, is estimated by 

Brummage^^ to be 95 cm" and the energy spacing A^ is given by optical 

14 . -1 
data and reported by McClure to have the value 17,400 cm . 

In the analysis of the high tenperature data, the problem 

becomes one of finding the value of the trigonal field parameter Â ^ 

which gives the best fit of the theoretical expression Eq, (21) to the 

experimental curve, Ihe high tenperature data was reduced to give the 
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values of Ax as given in Table 2, A least squares analysis resulted 

in the value. 

A^ = 1450*200 cm"^. 

Using this value of A^, Fig, 8 shows a plot of Ax versus T for the 

experimental and theoretical curves, 

TABLE 2 

HIGH TEMPERATURE MGNETIC ANISOTROPY (PER GRAM SAT^LE) 

OF V^"*':Al20^, CCNCZ:NrrR.̂ TION: 0,092^ 

T 
(°K) 

-Ax X 108 
(cgs emu) 

T 
(^K) 

-Ax X 10® 
(cgs emu) 

075.80 
076,10 
076,10 
076,10 
076.50 
077.65 
095.00 
095.07 
141.10 
295.00 

1.230 
1.255 
1.246 
1.236 
1.240 
1.275 
0.900 
0.900 
0.541 
0.312 

295.00 
295.00 
296,60 
297.25 
297.25 
297.25 
304.11 
344.66 
394.16 

0,293 
0,259 
0,300 
0,413 
0.272 
0.254 
0.268 
0.165 
0.060 

It is seen from the graph of the experimental data that Ax 

becomes quite liriear with changes in tenperature above 295'*K, From 

15 

measurements taken by Brunmage, Seagraves, and Lin on a more con

centrated sanple of Al202:V202 it can be assumed that this linearity 

persists to at least 1000**K, By plotting Ax versus 1/T and extra

polating the curve to T = « one can eliminate the tenperature dependence 

and determine A frcra the Van Vleck terms since, 

^̂ '<)T̂ «=3î Û (aj.-ay,), 
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Figure 8. Iheoretical and Experimental Magnetic Anisotropy 

of V^"^:Al20 (Per Gm Sa^iple) fran 75-400<'K 
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By such an extrapolati'-'i one obtains 

(Ax)^^„=0.675 x 10'®, 

from which it is found that, 

A^ = ll*+5*55 cm"^. 

A discussion of these results is found in th.e following chapter. 



CHAPTER VII 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The energy levels of the V̂"*" ion in corundum crystals have been 

studied by means of electron spin resonance, optical spectra, and mag-

netic susceptibility."^•°>^'^ The value of 6, the zero-field splitting, 

is found to be about 8.4 cm" by all three types of e:periments cited 

above. However, the value of A^, the trigonal-field splitting is re

ported as 280 to 400 cm" by ESR measurements, 96O to 1200 cm" from 

the optical spectra, and about 1200 cm" from magnetic data. 

The values of Â , resulting from this experiment are 1460*200 cm" 

by least squares analysis, and 1145*55 cm" by the extrapolation method. 

Ihese results agree rather well with other experiments. A discussion 

of the relative merits of the two methods of the determination of Arn 

will be given later in this section. On the other hand, the value 

6 = 4,37 cm" is not in close agreement with the value reported in the 

literature, and a close examination of the low tenperature experiment 

reveals some possible explanations for this discrepancy. 

As stated in Chapter I, ma^^etic anisotropy measurements had 

been performed on this particular sanple of V20^:Al20~ down to 4,2°K, 

The anisotropy is changing quite rapidly in this tenperature region, 

increasing with decreasing tenperature, for the tenperature dependent 

term of x increases as T decreases, goes through a maximum, and then 

approaches zero as T-*Q. It was thought that if the anisotropy were 

37 
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measured below 4,2**K, v-'ere it becomes large, one would be able to 

refine the reported value of 6, and, at the saT.e time, gain ne.-i infor

mation about the behavior of the a^JLsotropy at extremely low tenperatures. 

The first of these aims has obviously not been realized. As is 

seen from the graph in Fig, 7, the fit between the experimental and 

theoretical curve is in good qualitative agreement, but poor quantita^ 

tively. The experimental curve lies outside the limits of the curve 

predicted by theory, and no adjustment in the zero-field splitting 

parameter 6 can malce these curves coincide. That the theory itself is 

good is evidenced by its success in establishing the value of 6 as found 

by Brunmage, which is in agreement with the value found from other 

sources, and in its success in higher tenperature ranges. 

Recall from Chapter IV that the error in tenperature reading 

was estimated to be 1%, however, the resistance thermometer was in 

thermal contact with the copper oven and not the sanple itself. It was 

assumed that by use of the helium exchange gas the oven and sanple were 

in thermal equilibrium. However, a search of the literature has given 

evidence that a much greater pressure of helium exchange gas may be 

necessary than the amount used in this experiment. For exanple. Stout 

and Griffel showed that at a pressure of about 4-cm above atmospheric 

the difference between sanple tenperature and oven tenperature was 

about 0.05°K, while Brummage used 4-cm pressure in'his ^paratus, 

Iherefore, since only a few millimieters of pressure v/as used in this 

experiment instead of a few centimeters, it is felt thiat the tenpera

ture reported by the resistance thermometer was not actually the 

tenperature of the sanple. 
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An attempt was made to find how large an error in tenperature 

would account for the downward shift of 6 from 8,4 cm"*̂ . It was not 

possible to add or substract any constant temperature to the data to 

achieve this result. As one can see from Fig. 7, any constant shift 

in tenperature would result in moving the whole experimental curve to 

the right or left, while to bring the experimental curve into coinci

dence with the theoretical curve, one must rotate the experimental 

curve counter-clockwise about the point of intersection. Indeed, one 

can reason physically why a constant tenperature correction is not 

reasonable, Uhen the apparatus is cooling down, if the heat exchange 

were not adequate, the sample would be warmer than the oven. Unless a 

long time interval were allowed, the sanple would remain warmer than 

the oven, even after the oven had reached a stable tenperature. Then, 

when the oven current was applied to achieve a new tenperature point, 

the oven tenperature could pass the sanple temperature on the way ip, 

and the sanple would be cooler than the oven, and again, never reach 

the stable tenperature of the oven before the oven temperature was 

changed for a new measurement. Hence, the difference in oven and 

sanple tenperature could be a quite conplicated function, depending 

ipon the exchange gas pressure, time, the masses of the oven and sanple, 

etc. 

It is believed that this temperature difference between the 

sanple and oven has resulted in an error in the tenperature measurement 

of the sanple which accounts for the quantitative disagreement of the 

results of this experiment with previous measurements. In order to 

find the optimum pressure of excha^^ge gas to insure thermal 
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equilibrium between the sanple and oven the following procedure is 

suggested. Two resistance thermoneters, wliich have been calibrated to

gether, are placed inside the hang-do;̂ ;n tube; one in thermal contact 

with the oven, and the other suspended in place of the sanple. At 

liquid helium tenperature the pressure of the helium exchange gas is 

increased until the two thermometers give the same tenperature reading 

to within 0,05°K accuracy. The oven tenperature is then changed. One 

observes how rapidly the thermometer at the sanple site follov;s the 

oven thermometer, and whether they register the same final equilibrium 

tenperature to within the desired accuracy. If the response and 

accuracy are not adequate, the gas pressure is increased, and the pro

cedure is repeated until satisfactory results are obtained, V/hen an 

optimum pressure is found at low tenperatures one need not worry about 

the pressure when the tenperature is increased, since the pressure will 

also increase in the constant volume chamber, and an increased pressure 

only enhances the desired results. This procedure is used to estab

lish a minimum pressure at which one can be assured of thermal equilib

rium between the sanple and oven. A higher operating pressure in the 

balance also has the advantage of danping the oscillations of the 

balance. One would be further assured that the sample and thermometer 

were at the same tenperature if the thermometer were thermally insu

lated from the oven and placed in the bottom of the sanple chamber as 

close to the sanple as possible. In this geometry, both the sanple 

and thermcraeter would depend upon h*eat conduction by the exchange gas 

instead of only the sanple. 
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It is suggested" that for measurenvants below 9°K the constant-

field method of determining Ax described in Chapter III be used. This 

method has the advantage of being experimentally sinpler; also. Ax is 

large in this tenperature region, giving large displacements of the 

balance and minimizing zero-shift errors. 

Ihe results of the low tenperature measurements clearly show 

that the extension of susceptibility investigations below 4,2°K would 

be of value in a more accurate determination of the zero-field 

splitting parameter. It is seen that Ax is increasing rapidly below 

4,2°K, hence, the approximation, that the tenperature independent Van 

Vleck term in Eq, (19) can be neglected, is more accurate in this 

region. Brummagems reported value of 8,4 cm" for 6 is given as the 

most reasonable value with a range of 8,2-8,5 cm" . Ihe uncertainty 

in 6 is attributed to error in tenperature measurement in the 4,2-12*̂ K 

region, and to the uncertainty in the Van Vleck contribution in the 

12-35°K region. The accuracy of temperature measurements should be 

appreciably inproved with the use of resistance thermometers instead 

of thermocoiples and, as stated above, the error attributed to the 

uncertainty in the Van Vleck contribution is clearly reduced below 

4.2°K where the tenperature dependent susceptibility becomes quite large. 

The high tenperature results, as stated above, are in rather 

good agreement with other measurements. The error in tenperature 

measurement, which was a critical factor in the low tenperature data, 

does not affect the high tenperature data appreciably. Ihis is true 

for three reasons: first, a one degree error at 4,0°K is an error of 

25%, while at 300®K this is an error of only 0.3/J; second, during a 
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run at h i ^ tenperatures the increase in tenperature during a run was 

much greater than at low tenperatures, hence, the increase in exchange 

gas pressure was greater; third, greater time intervals were allowed 

between measurements, therefore, thermal equilibrium between the ther

mometer and sanple was more assured. Ihis was especially true for 

readings above room tenperature where the time between readings was 

approximately two hours. 

The data taken in the range 75-295**K agrees remarkably well 

with the data reported by Brunmage on the same sanple over this tenper

ature range. On the basis of this agreement, especially in lieu of the 

small value of Ax in this range, it is felt that the calibration of the 

torsion balance is good. Brunmage did not take measurements on this 

sanple above 295°K because he felt that Ax was too small for experi

mental accuracy. However, it was found that the deflections were still 

large enou^ in this experiment to continue the measurements above 295°K, 

These large deflections were made possible by using a field of 10 

kilogauss. Brummage used a smaller magnet and was not able to attain 

these field values; also, Brunmage*s torsion fiber may not have had the 

sensitivity of the one used here. 

As seen from the graph in Fig. 8, Ax displays a strong 1/T 

dependence between 75 and 295°K then becomes quite linear above room 

tenperature. This indicates that the tenperature dependent terms in 

Eq. (21) play a predominant role below room tenperature, while above 

room tenperature this dependence is decreased, Ihe cause of this tran

sition at room tenperature is not known. Further investigations are 

needed to see if the transition is actually as sharp as is indicated 

by this experiment. 
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The value A^ « 1460*200 cm""̂  given by the least squares analysis 

was obtained by using the value 5 =» 4,37 cm"-̂  frcm the low tenperature 

data. This value was used for consistency in the experiment, although 

the probable error in this value of 6 casts doubt ipon the accuracy of 

Ar̂  arrived at in this method, Ihe least squares analysis is quite 

sensitive to changes in 6 since the contributions of the tenperature 

dependent terms and the Van Vleck terms in Eq, (21) are ccnparable in 

the tenperature region of the analysis. Therefore, A^ » 1460*200 cm"^ 

will be considered as an approximate number which gives good qualita

tive results for the theory. 

The value Â p « 1145*55 cm" given by the extrapolation method 

is dependent upon 6 only in second order. This dependence enters 

through a dependence of x ipon 6, and changes in X affect the results 

only in second order. Therefore, this value of A^ is considered to be 

a good number, however, it will not be considered as a refinement of 

the value Am • 1100*100 as reported by Brunmage, It is felt that the 

region of linearity in Ax as shown by the data is too narrow to sipport 

a definite conclusion on this point, Ihe assunption, based upon 

IS 
measurements of a sample of higher concentration by Brummage, ^ that 

this linearity will continue is deemed Justified, however, it is felt 

that it must be supported by actual data before a refinement of Â n is 

suggested. 

In conclusion, it is felt that the purposes of this study have 

been essentially satisfied. The construction of the torsion balance 

and its calibration have been acconplished; the experimental procedure 

and technique have been developed; and, the qualitative results of the 
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data have shown that the extension of susceptibility measurements in 

both the high and low tenperature regions can give inproved results in 

the determination of the trigonal field and spin-orbit splitting 

parameters, 
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APPENDIX I 

DERIVATION OF HIE TORQUE EQUATION 

FOR A QUADRANT ELECTROMETER 

The quadrant electrometer bears a certain resemblance to the 

galvanometer, in that both give deflections proportional to the 

quantity to be measured, the deflection in each case depending upon a 

number of constants of such an uncertain value, that the instrument is 

used for purposes of conparison only. Ihe quadrant electrometer, like 

that of the attracted disk type, is evolved from others of sinpler type 

and achieved its first satisfactory form at the hands of Lord Kelvin. 

Fig. 1 shows a typical arrangement of the instrument. Four 

hollow quadrants are connected in pairs AA & BB, A paddle-shaped con

ductor C, frequently called the "needle" from analogy within the 

galvanometer needle, is maintained at a high (or low) potential and is 

therefore positively (or negatively) charged. When A and B are at the 

same potential, the needle hangs synmetrically between them, but on 

establishing a difference of potential between A and B, the field 

46 
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produces a coiple which rotates C until the control brings it to rest, 

Ihe deflection is approximately proportional to the potential 

difference between A and B, To prove this, imagine that the needle is 

charged to a high potential V and the quadrants to potentials V. and 

Vg, where V^ > V^. Let these potentials be maintained by connection 

with sources of sipply such as cells. Consider the needle to be held 

for a moment in its zero position and then released. It will then be 

deflected towards the B quadrants; that is, down the grade of potential. 

The requisite energy is all drawn from the source of supply, and is used 

in twisting the suspension and in increasing the potential electrical 

energy associated within the quadrants and needle. Equilibrium is 

attained when the deflecting coiple is equal to the restoring couple 

due to the suspension fibre. 

Consider a deflection 0; then an area of needle equal to 

7rr20/7r = r20 has been transferred from the A quadrants to the B quad

rants, and, remembering that there are two faces to the needle, the 

effective area transferred is 2r20, This is equivalent to diminishing 

the capacity of the A-C condenser by an amount 2r20/UTTt = r20/2Trt and 

increasing that of the B-C condenser by the same amount, t being the 

thickness of air space between needle and quadrants. Thus, an amount 

of charge r20(v -V^)/2Trt has been lost from the A-C condenser, and the 
C A 

corresponding loss of electrical energy is, 

(V -V.)r20(V -V.)/27rt = r20(V -V )2/27rt 
G n C i\ C t\ 

since the potentials have remained constant throughout. Similarly the 

amount of energy gained from the sources of sipply on the B-C side is 
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r20(V^-Vg)2/2irt. Thus the total energy supplied to the electrometer 

from the sources is. 

r 
2" ̂ f V^> -̂(V\> ]̂ = ^ ^\-V^c-^\*V^^' 

Again, the potential energy of the charges residing on the A-C 

condenser has been reduced by 

^capacity)(p.d)2 = r20(V -V )2/UTrt, 
^ C A 

and the gain on the B-C side is r20(v -V )2/4Trt, 
c B 

Therefore, the gain of potential energy of the charges 

residir^ on the electrometer is. 

\-v^c-^\*v^i' r20 
27rt"A 'B 

and the balance of work done by the source of supply over the potential 

energy gained by the charges is. 

\-v^c-^\*v^i-r20 
2Trt''A 'B 

v^ilch is proportional to 0. Hence, the deflecting torque is constant 

and equal to, 

,2 
r 
2TTt̂ 'A \-v^c-^\*v^i-

If the restoring coiple of the suspension fibre for one radian 

twist is C, that for deflection 0 is C0, and for equilibrium the two 

coiples are equal or, 

»2 
0 = 7r--;Kv.-v^)(V -(v^+v„)/2 

2irct A B |_c A B ']• 



^ 

h9 

We see therefore, the deflection I3 proportional to r^/2itct, 
f 

which Is a constant, to the difference of potential between A and B, 

and to the difference between the potential of C and the average poten

tial of A and B, Ihe last term is very nearly constant if V is great 

and V^ and V^ change very little during the experiment, and we may say 

that, © = ̂ ^^"^^ where K is constant. 

The shape of the needle is immaterial, provided that the change 

in area within each pair of quadrants is proportional to the deflection, 

which condition is fulfilled vflien the outer edge of the needle is 

circular and the radial edges of the needle lie well within the 

quadrants. 

iLAAi) TECHNOLOGICAL COLLEQk 
LUBBOCK. TEXAS 
LrBRARV 



APPENDIX II 

THE COUPI£ ON AN ANISOTROPIC CRYSTAL 

IN A UNIFORM MAGNETIC FIELD 

Sippose a magnetic dipole of strength S is situated in a uni

form magnetic field of intensity 15 so that the direction of the dipole 

makes an angle 0 within the direction of fi. The dipole may be imag

ined to consist of poles of strength -m and m. If 1 denotes the vector 

drawn from -m to m, we have Si = ml. 

There will be a coiple acting on the dipole, consisting of 

opposite forces -mS and nfl acting at a distance apart of lsin0, Ihe 

magnitude of the coiple is therefore, 

G = TnHlsin0 = MHsin©, 

acting so as to turn SI parallel to fl. In vector notation, 

J = Mxit (1) 

Î  is the field produced by sources external to the dipole, Ihis rela

tionship holds equally well whether the dipole is a permanent one or 

whether it is induced by the field itself. We have seen that if a 

magnetizable crystal is placed in a uniform field the induced ^ is not, 

in general, parallel to H, and such a crystal will therefore experience 

a couple. On the other hand, in an isotropic substance or a cubic crys-

tal, if shape effects are neglected, M is parallel to H and so the 

couple is zero, 
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In suffix notation. 

G,. = -M.H..M.H. (2) 

G^^ being an antisymmetrical tensor whose three independent non-zero 

conponents form an axial vector. If vis the volume of the crystal we 

have. 

Hence, 

"i = ̂ oXij"j (3) 

^ij -" ̂ 0^-XikVj^Xj,,H^H.). M 

If the axes are chosen as the principal axes of x.., the conpo
nents of G.. simplify to 

13 

vw^(Xi-X2)HiH2 

-vy^(x^-X2)HiH2 

""^o^'H^hh 

-vv^(X2-X3)H2H3 

The coiple thus depends only on the differences between the 

principal susceptibilities and not on their absolute magnitudes. This 

shows that the couple is essentially a result of the anisotropy. 

If the field acts in the plane of x, and x«, the only conpo

nent of the couple is about Ox and is of magnitude, 

^%^V^2^"l"2 ' vŷ (Xĵ -X2)Ĥ sin(̂ cos«̂  = ivŷ (Xĵ -X2)H2sin2<̂  (5) 

where ^ is the angle between It and Ox , y is the perTneabillty of a 

vacuum, and x^ Is the volume susceptibility. 



APPENDIX III 

DATA TABLES 

Run 1 

Probe Q T(°K) H (Kilogauss) V (vol ts) V (volts) Ax X IQfi cgs-emu 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

3839.75 
2977.60 
1972.25 
1480.05 
1199.30 
998.25 
900.80 
841.35 
615.0 

1.95 
2,17 
2,60 
3.05 
3.44 
3.83 
4,03 
4.20 
5.01 

0.9 
0.9 
0.9 
0.9 
0.9 
0.9 
0.9 
0.9 
0.9 

23.06 
23.06 
23.06 
23.06 
23.06 
23.06 
23.06 
23.06 
23.06 

141.40 
22.46 
76.04 
100.60 
112.80 
120.84 
123.95 
125.69 
132.27 

12.801 
9.956 
5.471 
3.415 
2.393 
1.720 
1.459 
1.315» 
0.764 

Run 2 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 

4014.00 
2971.85 
1978.75 
991.80 
829.45 
613.95 
845.85 
4188.10 
3010.00 
1992.00 
1495.00 

1.91 
2.17 
2.59 
3.85 
4.23 
5.01 
4.19 
1,88 
2,16 
2,59 
3.03 

0.9 
0.9 
0,9 
0,9 
0,9 
0.9 
0.9 
0.75 
0.75 
0.75 
0.75 

23.12 
23.12 
23.12 
23.12 
23.12 
23.12 
23.12 
22,98 
22,98 
22,98 
22,98 

138.95 
77.02 
104,29 
128,20 
131.38 
134,75 
130.63 
126,75 
27.73 
70.61 
90.35 

24.240 
9.974 
5.582 
1.731 
1.219 
0.676 
1.340* 
13.961 
10.000 
5.670 
3.676 
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Run 3 

Probe n T(°K) H (Kilogauss) V (volts) V^ (volts) Ax x 10 ̂  cgs emu 

\ ftn?1n 2 i? ^ ^ ^^-^^ 23.36 1.320* 
3 002,50 4,32 1,5 23,07 48 20 i n̂ R 
4 749.75 4,48 1,5 2307 71,95 llf^ 
5 699.75 4,66 1.5 23:07 88 45 o:5$3 
6 650.20 4,85 1.5 23.07 100.99 0 429 
7 600,50 5.08 1,5 
8 548,75 5.33 1,5 
9 500,70 5.60 1.5 
10 451,20 5.89 1,5 
11 400,50 6,23 1.5 
12 397.90 6.25 5.35 23.06 128,'o2 o!o80 
13 201,00 7.81 5.35 
14 32.00 28.70 5.35 

23.07 
23.07 
23.07 
23.07 
23.07 
23.07 
23.07 
23.07 
23.07 
23.07 
23.07 
23.06 
23.06 
23.06 

138.45 
23.36 
48.20 
71.95 
88,45 

100.99 
110,23 
117.33 
123.11 
127.90 
131.36 
128,02 
119.75 
144.84 

Run 4 

0,324 
0.242 
0.176 
0.121 
0,081 

0,005 
-0.010 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

883.90 
841,50 
700,50 
598,60 
400,20 
401,95 
299.00 
301.10 
195.30 

4,09 
4,20 
4,66 
5.09 
6,24 
6.22 
7.18 
7.15 
8.94 

1.22 
1.22 
1.22. 
1.22 
1,22 
5.35 
5.35 
8,25 
8.25 

23.07 
23.07 
23.07 
23.07 
23.07 
23.07 
23.07 
23.07 
23.07 

141.46 
65.20 
98,09 

122,68 
136.34 
132,47 
76:18 

126,36 
105.18 

2.668 
1.330* 
0,756 
0,328 
0,089 
0,089 
0.035 
0.035 
0.005 
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Run 5 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

TO (mv) 

5.835 
5.735 
5.591 
5.525 
5.220 
4.223 
1.932 
1.233 
2.971 
5.272 

T(°K) 

57.00 
64.00 
73.75 
77.65 
95.07 

141.10 
296.60 
304.11 
344.66 
394.16 

H (Kilogauss) 

9.9 
9.9 
9.9 
9.9 
9.9 
9.9 
9.9 
9.9 
9.9 
9.9 

V (vol ts) 

91.67 
91.67 
91.67 
23.00 
23.00 
23.00 
22,97 
22,97 
22,97 
22,97 

V^ (volts) 

103.46 
37.46 
37.00 
17.67 
14,42 

104,78 
35.96 
14,11 
22,49 
31.10 

-Ax X 10^ cgs emu 

0.912 
1.288 
1,300 
1.275 
0.900* 
0,541 
0.300 
0,268 
0,165 
0,060 

Run 6 

r-i 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

1.867 
5.221 
5.551 
1.867 
5.221 
1.867 
1.867 
5.221 
1.867 

295.00 
95.00 
76.10 

295.00 
95.00 
76.10 

295.00 
95.00 
76.10 

6.4 
6.4 
6.4 
8.25 
8.25 
8.25 
9.9 
9.9 
9.9 

22,96 
22,96 
22,96 
22,96 
22.96 
22.96 
22,96 
22,96 
22.96 

17.54 
66,30 
77.25 
26,88 

118,57 
136,15 
35.65 

166.76 
190.07 

0.312 
0,900* 
1.255 
0.293 
0.900 
1.246 
0,259 
0,900 
1.236 

Run 7 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

1.961 
5.543 
1.961 
5.555 
1.961 
5.555 

297.25 
76,50 

297.25 
75.80 

297.25 
75.80 

6,4 
6,4 
8,25 
8.25 
9.9 
9.9 

22,96 
22,96 
22,96 
22,96 
22,96 
22,96 

17.64 
69.75 
24,71 

139.20 
34.18 

193.02 

0,413 
1,240* 
0,272 
1.230 
0,254 
1.230 

*Reference points from Brunmage data. 



VANE AND QUADRANT VOLTAGES 

(WITH RESPECT TO GROUND) 
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V^ (pos.) V^ (neg.) V (pos.) V (neg.) 

Run 1 

Run 2 

Run 3 

Run 4 

Run 5 (1, 2, 3, 5, 6) x 

Run 5 (4) 

Run 5 (7, 8, 9, 10) x 

Run 6 (1, 4, 7) 

Run 6 (2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9) x 

Run 7 (1, 3, 5) x 

Run 7 (2, 4, 6) 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 






